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The use of auger survey to detect prehistoric artefact
distributions in Flanders (1996-2017)

Gunther NOENS

“It goes without saying – I hope – that what is old is by no means necessarily good,
but what is new is not necessarily better” (Corry, 2011)

1.  Introduction

Current evidence indicates that Flanders has a long history of hominin occupation, ex-
tending at least 300 000, and possibly even 500 000, years back in time (Van Baelen, 
2017; Van Baelen & Ryssaert, 2011; Meijs et al., 2014).  Its archaeological record includes 
soil features and distributions of non-portable and portable artefacts, preserved within 
a broad range of depositional contexts and affected by a complex and diverse set of past 
and on-going formation processes.  These material remains and the context in which 
these remains occur allow us to study aspects of past hominin behaviour in relation to 
past environments.  These remains first and foremost need to be discovered before they 
can inform us about past behaviour and the remote world in which these hominins lived, 
or before they can be adequately dealt with in the context of archaeological heritage 
management in those areas where present-day human activities directly or indirectly 
impact upon this vulnerable soil archive.

Many years ago, McManamon (1984: 45) noted that “[t]here is no general resolution in the 
problem of site discovery, but the fact that it is increasingly recognized as a problem to be dealt 
with explicitly is an improvement”.  Equally pertinent to the Flemish situation, this quote 
essentially indicates that the most appropriate manner to discover these material remains 
is through archaeological survey.  While such an active search can be instigated under dif-
ferent circumstances and with different goals in mind, most of the current archaeological 
discoveries in Flanders are made prior to the imminent danger of their destruction as a 
result of land development projects, in what is commonly referred to as developer-led 
archaeology.  Within this context, the prime impetus to undertake surveys is a specific 
threat -as opposed to scientific research questions- and as a result these surveys aim to 
detect and assess in a systematic, reliable and cost-efficient manner all archaeological 
remains that are under threat of partial or complete distortion or destruction.  Following 
the implementation of the archaeological legislation in 2016, this type of fieldwork has 
become predominant and as such is strictly regulated by the Flemish government.  In 
Flanders, the current legal framework is set out in the so-called ‘Onroerenderfgoeddecreet’ 
(2013) and as in many other parts of Europe, it relies on the European Convention on the 
Protection of the Archaeological Heritage (Revised) (1992).  It is strongly influenced by ideas, 
concepts and practises of cultural heritage management, most of which are taken for 
granted and no longer scrutinized by field archaeologists.  Since its development in the 
last decade of the 20th century and even prior to its full implementation during the last 
few years, this so-called Malta (-inspired) archaeology coincided with a privatization of 
the archaeological discipline.  In this competitive market of bidding for contracts, survey 
is mainly conducted by archaeologists contracted by archaeological companies.  In an at-
tempt to insure a minimum level of quality and comparability of archaeological fieldwork 
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within this pressing environment, the Flemish organization for Immovable Heritage (i. e. 
Agentschap Onroerend Erfgoed, AOE) has developed a set of mandatory norms to guaran-
tee an efficient and qualitative investigation of the Flemish archaeological record.  Known 
as the Code of Good Practise (Code van Goede Praktijk, CGP, current version 3.0), these 
norms are complemented by a set of non-mandatory guidelines describing how things 
-including archaeological survey- should best be organized.

A major part of the (prehistoric) archaeological record in Flanders consists of knapped 
stone artefacts located at, near and deeply below the present-day surface and embedded 
in sandy, loamy or clayey deposits.  In many instances these durable lithic artefacts are 
the only behavioural residues of past hominin behaviour scattered across the (buried) 
landscape.  Elements of this lithic record have been fortuitously or deliberately exposed 
since at least the early 19th century (Goodrum, 2013).  After more than two centuries 
of fortuitous finds, planned surveys and/or excavations it is clear that at least part of 
the artefact distributions take the form of small, discrete clusters.  Regardless of their 
topographical position and depositional context these clusters show a large variation in 
size, density, shape and composition, and consist either exclusively of lithic artefacts or 
are found in spatial association with similar distributions of organic remains.  Another 
important characteristic of these clusters is the vertical distribution of the artefacts, often 
amounting to several decimetres and nearly always resulting in the presence of a hidden 
subsurface -and often also an exposed surface- component.  The location and visibility of 
artefacts relative to the present-day surface is therefore an important factor to take into 
account in survey designs, with a crucial distinction between exposed surfaces with high 
visibility and buried deposits with very low or no direct visibility at all.

Over two decades ago, Crombé & Meganck (1996: 101-104) wrote that “[a]fter three 
excavation campaigns […] it was decided in the summer of 1996 to organize an extensive survey 
campaign in order to get a detailed picture of the site and its direct surroundings.  The gath-
ered information should enable us to organize future excavations on the site in a better and a 
more efficient way.  Because of the rather thick sedimentary cover, the survey could only be 
realized by systematically augering and sampling the site”.  Referring to the Mesolithic site 
of Verrebroek–Dok 1, this quote is the first reference to archaeological auger sampling 
in regular grid lay-outs together with systematic sieving of soil samples in Flanders.  It 
reflects the introduction of this novel approach into the repertoire of Flemish survey 
practises, only as recently as the mid-1990s, a few years after it had found its way into 
Dutch survey practises.  More than two decades later, this kind of subsurface sampling 
is considered to be the most practical, reliable, effective and cost-efficient approach cur-
rently available to discover and assess clustered artefact distributions in areas where the 
remains are (deeply) buried by younger deposits or have been covered by vegetation.

Since its first introduction at Verrebroek–Dok 1 twenty-odd years ago, auger sampling 
has been applied at well over 230 different locations in Flanders, as part of at least 90 
development-led and scientific projects and often within the context of multi-phased 
survey trajectories.  Despite being a (slowly) growing tradition, no reflective overview of 
this survey approach has appeared to date, a few evaluations of the applied methodolo-
gies notwithstanding.  By providing a preliminary overview of auger sampling in Flanders 
since its first introduction in the summer of 1996 until the end of 2017, this paper tries 
to fill this void.  Based on this inventory, we show that its methodology is characterized 
by a large amount of variation.  Focussing on grid lay-out, auger devices, treatment of 
collected soil samples, and the role that auger sampling plays within each of the survey 
trajectories, a critical assessment of these aspects of auger sampling in Flanders will be 
provided.
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2.  Dataset & methods

Our inventory relies on a study of ca. 360 written accounts, including journal articles, 
monographs, book chapters and field reports, in addition to information taken from the 
database of known archaeological sites in Flanders managed by AOE (i. e. the Centrale 
Archeologische Inventaris, CAI).  Apart from a range of variables related to the location, 
extent, shape and environmental context of the surveyed areas, several variables related 
directly to methodological aspects of the auger survey were recorded as well.  These 
include: the incentives and reasons to undertake a survey; the finality of survey (i. e. 
whether it is aimed at discovering new or assessing previously discovered remains); an 
outline of the fieldwork trajectory with number, nature and relative position of other 
survey phases relative to the auger sampling and the nature of the follow-up trajectory; 
information on the surveyors (name and type of institution, e. g. company, university, 
government); prior knowledge and expectations; the number of planned, completed and 
sampled auger points; auger device and diameter; grid lay-out including the pattern and 
interval between the auger points; observation methods and techniques including siev-
ing strategy and mesh width; the number of samples that yielded archaeological remains 
including numbers of lithic artefacts and of carbonized plant remains; and recommen-
dations based on the survey results including argumentation and applied criteria.  The 
preliminary review presented below relies on an extensive dataset of auger sampling 
conducted in Flanders during the past 22 years.  While extensive, this inventory is not ex-
haustive: for at least a small number of other projects, reports were unavailable to us or 
became available only after we completed our analyses.  Yet, despite these omissions the 
current inventory is considered representative (enough) to discern, quantify and discuss 
some of the major regional and chronological trends of auger survey in Flanders.

3.  Results

3.1.  Geographical variation

Auger survey projects, each of which may contain one or more surveyed areas, are not 
uniformly distributed across Flanders and the province of East-Flanders stands out in 
many respects (Fig. 1).  It not only contains the highest number of projects (39 %), but 
at the same time also has the highest number of surveyed areas (42 %) and auger points 
(45 %), and represents the largest sampled area, corresponding to 0,04 % of the total 
surface of the province.  West-Flanders and Antwerp each represent 20 % of all surveyed 
areas.  There is, however, a marked difference between these two provinces in the rela-
tive number of auger projects (14 % versus 23 %), auger points (8 % versus 25 %) and 
sampled area (0,020 % versus 0,012 % of the province’s total surface).  Despite having 
less surveyed areas compared to West-Flanders (12 % versus 21 %), Limburg contains 
a relatively higher number of projects (18 %), auger points (21 %) and a larger sampled 
part of the province surface (0,015 %), with percentages similar to those of the province 
of Antwerp.  Flemish-Brabant lags behind in all these respects; it barely represents 6 % 
of all projects, corresponding to only 1 % of the auger points and a sampled surface of 
only 0,002 % of the province area.

No auger projects are currently known from the dunes along the Northsea coastline 
(Fig. 1).  With only one project in an area of 891 km², good for scarcely 0,9 % of all 
auger points, the loamy area in the southern part of Flanders, covering 7 % of its surface 
and stretching over the provinces of West-Flanders, East-Flanders, Flemish-Brabant and 
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Limburg, is also heavily underrepresented.  This equally applies to the sandy-loamy area 
situated to the north of it and dispersed over the same four provinces.  While the surface 
of this area corresponds to 29 % of the whole of Flanders, it only has 10 % of the auger 
projects and surveyed areas, corresponding to hardly 2,5 % of all auger points.  The sandy 
areas of the Campine, Sandy Flanders and the Polders on the other hand show a different 
picture.  Most auger projects (40 %) and sampled areas (47 %) are from the sandy soils 
of Sandy Flanders that corresponds to only 28 % of Flanders’ surface, including parts of 
West-Flanders, East-Flanders, Antwerp and Flemish-Brabant.  It contains 38 % of all au-
ger points, comparable to –but also slightly less than– the percentage encountered in the 
Campine (39 %) in the north-eastern part of Flanders.  The latter area covers a surface 
similar in size (29 %), stretches over Antwerp, Limburg and Flemish-Brabant and is also 
dominated by sandy soils.  While it contains the most auger points of all geographical 
regions, the relative number of projects (33 %) and sampled areas (28 %) is lower than 
for Sandy Flanders.  Finally, the Polders in West-Flanders, East-Flanders and Antwerp, 
corresponding to 7 % of the total surface of Flanders, represent 15-16 % of all projects 
and sampled areas and one-fifth of all auger points.  Except for a number of projects in 
the coastal polders around the town of Bruges, these Polder-projects are situated near 
Antwerp in the (Waasland) Scheldepolders.  These polders not only represent the first, 
but also form one of the most intensively surveyed areas in Flanders.

3.2.  Temporal variation

During the first decade after its introduction the number of auger projects fluctuated on 
a yearly basis but overall remained low, with a maximum of only 4 per year and a total 
number of 15 (Fig. 2a).  The second decade (2006-2015) witnessed a clear rise with a to-
tal of 49 projects and between 3 and 10 projects per year.  The mean number of projects 
per year during this second decade almost doubled compared to the previous one.  After 
a steady increase between 2005 and 2011 the number of projects drops again signifi-
cantly between 2012 and 2015.  Following the implementation of the 2016 archaeological 
regulation, a clear rise is noted.  Modest in 2016, this rise becomes more marked in 2017, 
leading to the highest number of projects per year (N = 19) so far, almost twice as high 
as the 2011 peak.

A slightly different curve appears when the number of surveyed locations, instead of the 
number of projects, is considered (Fig. 2b).  Here, too, the first decade is characterized 

Fig. 1  – Location of auger survey projects in Flanders.
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by modest numbers when compared to more recent times (N = 45 or 20 % of the sam-
pled areas, corresponding to a mean value of 4,5 per year).  After 2005 the number of 
surveyed areas increases, resulting in a total of 139 (60 %) during the second decade, or 
a mean of nearly 14 per year.  The highest numbers during this period were reached in 
2009 (N = 25) and in 2014 (N = 30), the latter peak largely reflecting 28 sampled areas as 
part of a single project.  In agreement with the increase in projects due to the new regula-
tions, the number of surveyed areas (N = 46) also dramatically increased during the past 
two years, with a mean of 23 per year.

The annual number of auger points (Fig. 2c) and the extent of the sampled surfaces (in ha, 
Fig. 2d) show different patterns, nuancing the rising trends observed above in the number 
of projects and surveyed areas in recent years.  Both are well represented for the period 
between 2008 and 2014 with values of 63 % for the number of auger points and 58 % for 
the sampled surfaces.  A first peak of over 2 500 auger points appeared already before 
the turn of the millennium and can be linked to the large-scale project at Meer-Meirberg.  
While the number of projects and sampled areas were both relatively modest in 2002, the 
projects that took place during that same year resulted in a second peak in the number 
of auger points (N = 2 274) corresponding to a sampled surface of 14,5 ha.  All these 
auger points were part of a single (methodological) project by the Flemish organization 
for Immovable Heritage including surveys at several locations in Opglabbeek and Ravels.  
The next five years saw a continuous decrease in number of sampled auger points, reach-
ing less than 500 in 2007.  This happened at a time when the number of projects and 
surveyed areas were already increasing again as well as the sampled surface after it had 
dropped dramatically from ca. 13 ha in 2005 to only slightly more than 1 ha in 2006.  The 

Fig. 2  – Chronological evolution of auger projects, surveyed areas, auger points and sampled volume.
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year 2009, when a first high peak of 25 surveyed areas was reached, coincides with the 
highest number of auger points (N = 8 681) and the highest sampled surface (37,5 ha).  
These peaks are mainly due to one very large project at Lommel-Kristalpark III where 
no less than 3 875 points were sampled in a zone of ca. 11 ha, representing 45 % of all 
corings from that year.  Between 2010 and 2014 the number of auger points fluctuated 
yearly between 1 375 and 3 555 whereas the sampled surfaces range from 15 to 32 ha, 
reaching two additional peaks in 2013 and 2014.  Remarkably, the recent exponential in-
crease in number of projects and surveyed areas following the implementation of the 2016 
regulations is not at all reflected in the number of auger points or sampled surfaces which 
remain below 1 400 auger points for sampled areas of ca. 13 and 16 ha.  This discrepancy 
between the (high) numbers of projects and sampled areas on the one hand and the 
(lower) number of auger points and surveyed surface on the other hand suggest that in 
recent years the rise in projects corresponds with a reduction in size of the project areas 
and/or the use of grids with larger distances between the auger points.

3.3.  Surveyors

Surveyors engaged in auger survey have diverse backgrounds and include members of ar-
chaeological companies, universities and local and regional governmental agencies.  Most 
of the projects were done by archaeologists connected to commercial archaeological units 
(45 %), representing at least 16 different companies, and by scholars from the archaeologi-
cal departments of the universities of Ghent, Leuven and Brussels (25 %).  Governmental 
agencies represent the remaining 30 % and are mainly represented by the heritage con-
sultants of the Flemish organization for Immovable Heritage in its different consecutive 
forms (i. e. I.A.P., VIOE, AOE).  The role of (inter-)municipal and provincial agencies re-
mains limited.  In 13 % of all inventoried projects members of different institutions joined 
forces.  Such temporal partnerships are most often set up by universities and governmen-
tal agencies.  For both groups 23 % of their projects are part of such cooperation, usually 
the two working together, although collaborations between universities and companies 
or between government agencies also occur.  Over 96 % of the projects by archaeologi-
cal companies are done by individual units.  During the first decade auger survey was the 
exclusive domain of universities and governmental agencies, both of which remained ac-
tive (at least) until around 2012.  From around 2010 onwards their involvement gradually 
declined in favour of the young commercial units and -to a lesser extent- (inter-)municipal 
agencies, a trend that follows wider developments in Flemish survey archaeology (De 
Clercq et al., 2012).  The last decade and in particular the last two years were largely 
dominated by commercial practices as part of developer-led archaeology.

3.4.  The place of auger sampling in survey practices in Flanders

While the amount of auger surveys may seem impressive at first sight, their numbers are 
negligible when viewed within the complete picture of archaeological survey in Flanders 
between 1996 and 2017.  Few reliable published accounts on the evolution and nature 
of survey practices throughout this period are available, apart from a number of par-
tial overviews of mechanical trial trenching between 1992 and 2009 (De Clercq et al., 
2012) and between 2004 and 2014 (Haneca et al., 2016).  The CAI remains the most 
extensive inventory of previous archaeological research in Flanders and provides the 
best estimates.  When comparing the present auger dataset to the CAI, the marginal 
character of auger survey stands out, despite the recent increase in this type of survey 
projects (Fig. 3).  A glance at the new portal site of AOE, that contains information on 
the number and nature of archaeological field interventions since the implementation of 
the new legislation in 2016, confirms this picture as auger survey represents less than 3 % 
of all (development-led) survey fieldwork since 1996, in contrast to well over 51 % for 
mechanical trial-trenching.
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3.5.  Variation in the nature of the survey trajectory

All auger surveys from our dataset are part of multi-phased survey trajectories.  These 
trajectories may include one or more of the following phases: desk-top study, geophysical 
survey, palaeo-environmental coring/test-pitting, fieldwalking, mechanical trial trenching, 
manual test pitting, archaeological monitoring of development projects and archaeological 
augering.  The trajectories are diverse, both with respect to the number and nature of the 
phases but also with regard to the relative position of these phases within the trajectory.  
In the 221 surveyed areas where the survey trajectory was completed before the end of 
2017 no less than 62 different combinations in trajectory are recorded.  The number of 
phases in the trajectory varies from 1 to 7.  Trajectories with three and four phases domi-
nate and account for nearly 70 % of all surveyed areas (resp. 42 % and 27 %), followed 
by five- and two-phased surveys (resp. 12 % and 10 %).  In general, the number of phases 
in a survey trajectory increases through time.  One- or two phased surveys are dominant 
only during the initial period of auger survey (1996-2003) and become rare in more recent 
times.  One-phased surveys remain limited to the first year of auger survey and only about 
one-third of all two-phased surveys occurred between 2008 and 2017.  Surveys including 
more than two phases become dominant from 2002 onwards.  Three-phased surveys 
are particularly numerous during 2007, 2011 and 2014, while 2017 saw a large number of 
surveys with four or five phases.

Regardless of the variation in number, nature and relative order of phases in the trajec-
tory, auger sampling was frequently (47 %) preceded by a desk-top assessment and by (at 
least one, but sometimes two or more phases of) palaeo-environmental coring.  This par-
ticular sequence of ‘desktop assessment > palaeo-environmental coring > archaeological 
coring’ occurs from 2003 onwards.  Although it has been a dominant combination during 
more recent years, it can by no means be considered as a standard procedure.  In nearly 
one fourth of the project areas a desk-top study led directly to auger sampling without a 
prior field assessment of local soil conditions and palaeo-topography, two criteria that are 
frequently relied upon in the decision process of whether auger sampling is deemed nec-
essary.  This sequence of ‘desktop study > archaeological coring’ mainly occurred during 
the early years (1999-2003), but also regularly turns up from 2012 onwards and was even 

Fig. 3  – The role of auger survey in survey practices in Flanders between 1996 and 2017.
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the dominant strategy in the projects in 2014.  Interestingly, in ca. 13 % of all project areas, 
mainly between 2006 and 2012, auger sampling was preceded -instead of followed- by 
mechanical test trenching and/or open-area excavations after the fortuitous discovery of 
lithic artefacts and/or intact podzol profiles.  Yet, this survey-sequence should be discour-
aged, as both mechanical approaches are not only highly inadequate and cost-ineffective 
to detect and assess (clustered) artefact distributions in a systematic manner, but also have 
a very destructive effect on these remains.  In 10 % of the cases field-walking preceded 
archaeological auger survey, a practise that is noted throughout the entire period, but was 
more dominant during the early years (1999-2001) than in more recent times.

At least 65 % of the (first-phase) auger sampling campaigns did not result in a continuation 
of the survey trajectory geared towards detecting and assessing (prehistoric) artefact 
distributions.  Given that it is one of the primary goals of archaeological survey -at least 
in development-led contexts- to find out in a reliable and cost-efficient manner whether 
or not archaeological remains are present in a threatened area, this high percentage is 
not surprising, were it not for the observation that in 42 % of these cases at least one 
univocal indication -in the form of one or more lithic artefact(s) and/or charred hazelnut 
shells- was discovered in at least one of the auger samples.  In these cases the number of 
positive auger samples varied between 1 to 176, or between 0,4 and 75 % of all sampled 
auger points.  Clearly, the presence of one or more lithic artefacts in one or more auger 
samples is in many cases not considered sufficient to continue the assessment in an ad-
ditional survey phase in order to obtain a better a better understanding of the precise 
meaning of these indicators, regardless of whether these locations are subsequently being 
destroyed.  While the discovery of archaeological remains in one or more auger samples 
did not always result in a follow-up study, at least 29 % of all first-phase auger surveys were 
further evaluated, despite the observation that in 8 % of such cases no archaeological in-
dicators were actually recovered during auger sampling.  In those cases where at least one 
lithic object was encountered resulting in a follow-up assessment, the number of positive 
auger points varied between 1 and 781, representing between 0,4 and 72 % of all sampled 
auger points.  When viewed through time it becomes clear that first-phase auger surveys 
most often did not result in a follow-up study.  This is particularly true for the period from 
2008 onwards, at a time when the total number of auger projects was generally higher 
compared to the preceding decade (except for 2013 and 2015).  During seven of the ten 
years between 1996 and 2007 at least half of the surveys each year led to a follow-up in-
vestigation with yearly values of follow-up studies during this decade ranging between 11 
and 100 % (mean: 51 %).  After 2008, however, such values were hardly reached again, 
with lower percentages varying between 0 and 38 % (mean: 22 %).  The causes for this 
apparent shift require a more in-depth analysis of the dataset.

The nature of prehistoric survey trajectory following first-phase auger sampling also varies 
widely.  In 61 % of the cases it was followed directly by a second-phase of auger sampling 
using a finer grid interval.  In 63 % of these trajectories consisting of two consecutive 
phases of auger sampling, the prehistoric survey trajectory ended, while in 25 % of the 
cases it led to an additional test-pit assessment.  In two instances these test-pits ultimately 
resulted in an excavation of prehistoric artefact clusters.  Many of the auger surveys in 
this second phase focused exclusively on the areas immediately surrounding the ‘positive’ 
auger samples from the previous phase.  Ca. 17 % of the first-phase auger surveys resulted 
directly in a test-pit evaluation, without an intervening augering phase.  In three instances 
this resulted in an excavation of prehistoric artefact clusters.  In 18 % of the projects where 
the first-phase survey was not the final phase of the prehistoric survey trajectory, these 
first-phase auger surveys led directly to an excavation, without additional coring and/
or test-pit assessment in-between.  In several survey areas lithic clusters were unearthed 
through (intentional) archaeological excavations that occurred either prior or subsequent 
to the archaeological auger sampling.  It should be noted that such excavations represent 
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only a (small) part of the excavated prehistoric dataset in Flanders, given that at many 
of the excavated sites no auger survey took place and remains were discovered through 
other methods such as fieldwalking or were found as a by-catch during mechanical trial 
trenching.  Not all of the excavated sites located within the boundaries of auger survey 
areas were actually discovered through the preceding auger sampling.  At least in one case 
(i. e. Holsbeek–Rotselaarsebaan) did the auger sampling not result in the discovery of 
archaeological indicators and were the lithic artefacts only discovered during a subsequent 
phase of mechanical trial trenching.  In other instances (some of) the excavations predated 
-and sometimes even instigated- the auger survey.

3.6.  Variation in grid lay-out

Auger grid lay-out refers to the grid pattern and the interval between the individual au-
gering points.  Many different grid patterns have been used and reported (Fig. 4), with 
triangular patterns being the most dominant (78 %), particularly during the first phase of 
auger sampling.  Rectangular configurations occur in 10 % of all surveyed areas and only 
during first phase auger surveys.  Other patterns including square-shaped configurations, 
transects or random compositions are less common (4 %).

Important is the dominant focus during second-phase auger sampling on the immediate 
surroundings of (some of the) positive auger points from the preceding auger survey.  All 
too often, the ‘negative’ auger points are (incorrectly) viewed as evidence for the absence 
of prehistoric remains.  The dominance of isosceles triangular configurations through time 
is evident: other patterns not only appear later in time but also are much less frequently 
applied.  The recent increase in the use of square-shaped patterns is striking.  The more 
frequent use of rectangular patterns between 2009 and 2011 relates to the Sigma-projects 

Fig. 4 – Chronological variation in grid pattern.
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of AOE.  Throughout the reports of these Sigma-surveys this grid pattern was presented 
as compromise between the use of 5 and 10 m triangular grids in response to budget and 
time constraints.  The rarity of equilateral triangular patterns, since long considered to be 
the most suitable configuration to deal with the intersection probability of a phenomena 
with a circular or unknown shape, is another curious observation.  Whereas this can be 
understood for the early years of auger survey, it now represents an outdated practice as 
the use of isosceles instead of equilateral triangular configurations was initially prompted 
purely for practical reasons, during times when specialised GPS-equipment to plot auger 
points in the field were not yet available and points had to be plotted manually using meas-
uring tape and Pythagoras.  Yet, such specialist equipment nowadays is widely available, 
affordable and fully integrated in archaeological research.  Given the obvious advantages 
of equilateral triangular configurations over all other configurations it is remarkable that 
this pattern has not yet systematically found its way into archaeological auger survey, nor 
that it is not prescribed as a standard in the CGP.

Grids with a 10 m interval between the auger points are most popular (39 %), and be-
come even more (42 %) when only first-phase auger sampling is considered (Fig. 5).  Grids 
in 5 m-variations account for 32 % of the surveyed areas and are mainly applied during 
second-phase auger phases (e. g. 62 % of all surveyed areas from this phase compared to 
less than 30 % of all areas from first-phase surveys).  All other interval variations occur less 
frequently.  An exception is the 20 x 25 m grid applied in many separate survey areas dur-
ing a recent survey project as part of the gas pipeline construction between Alveringem 
and Maldegem.  Both 5 and 10 m grid intervals have been in use almost continuously since 
the onset of auger sampling in Flanders.  The 5 m interval was clearly dominant during the 
first few years and shows a peak in 2008 and 2009, corresponding to 11 projects and 23 
surveyed areas.  The use of 10 m intervals was limited during these early years, but its ap-

Fig. 5 – Chronological variation in grid interval for first-phase auger surveys.
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plication increases through time, a trend that is particularly clear from 2011 onwards and 
corresponds with a marked decrease in the use of 5 m intervals.  These patterns become 
even more pronounced when only the first-phase auger projects are taken into account.

The data presented above indicate the predominant application of triangular grid patterns 
(ca. 80 %) and ca. 10 m grid intervals (ca. 40 %).  When combining these two variables 
it becomes clear that one-third of the project areas from first-phase auger projects was 
surveyed using a triangular 10 m-grid.  Less frequent are triangular grids in a 5 m-interval 
(23 %) or with a 20/25 m-interval (12 %), as well as rectangular grid in a 5/10 m resolu-
tion (8 %).  All other combinations occur only incidentally.  Second-phase auger surveys 
show a different pattern which is characterized by finer resolutions (i. e. 5 m-intervals) 
but are often limited to the immediate surroundings of the positive auger points from the 
first-phase auger survey (30 %).  Triangular patterns in a 5m-interval (25 %) or in a 2,5 m 
interval (10 %) and square-shaped patterns in a 10 m interval (10 %) have been used much 
less during the latter type of survey.

With regard to grid pattern and interval many discrepancies can be noted between the 
maps, the raw data and the texts in the original reports.  Recalculations of distances be-
tween auger points based on the raw data and/or distribution maps from the reports, in-
stead of simply relying on the reported text-accounts presented in those reports, exposes 
a large amount of hidden variation in grid lay-out.  The first element we noted is that such 
a recalculation could not be done properly for 25 % of the areas because insufficient infor-
mation was provided.  A second observation is that the same terms were used by different 
surveyors to refer to different grid lay-outs, masking a considerable amount of variation, 
or that different terms were used when referring to the same phenomena.  It also has to 
do with the fact that authors use their terminology sometimes to refer to the distance 
between auger points, in other cases to the distance between auger points and transects 
and in still other cases even to neither of the two.  While covering only three grid-variants 
based on what is reported in the text of the reports (4 x 5 m; 5 x 5 m; 5 x 6 m), our 
recalculations revealed that these ca. 5 m patterns actually correspond to six different 
variants, including both triangular and square shaped patterns, with distances between 
auger points varying between 4 and 7 m (e. g. 4 x 5,4 m; 5 x 5 m; 5 x 5,6 m; 5 x 6,5 m; 
5 x 7 m; 5,8 x 6 m).  Only two of these patterns are -more or less- equilateral triangular 
configurations, with distances between the auger points of either 5 m (e. g. 5 x 5 m-grid) 
or ca. 6 m (e. g. 5,8 x 6 m-grid).  All other triangular configurations are isosceles variants.  
Likewise, the two most commonly applied ca. 10 m patterns as reported in the text of the 
reports (e. g. 10 x 10 m; 10 x 12 m) actually refer to no less than ten different variants, in-
cluding triangular, rectangular and square-shaped patterns, with distances between auger 
points ranging from 9 to nearly 14 m (e. g. 9 x 10 m; 10 x 10 m; 10 x 11,2 m; 10 x 12 m; 
10 x 13 m; 10 x 13,9 m; 11,7 x 12 m; 12 x 12 m).  Again, only two of these grid lay-outs 
correspond to more or less equilateral triangular configurations, with distances between 
the auger points of either 10 m (e. g. 10 x 10 m-grid) or ca. 12 m (e. g. 11,7 x 12 m-grid).  
It goes without saying that this (hidden) variation makes it extremely difficult to compare 
survey results across different projects.

3.7.  Variation in auger type and diameter

Different types of auger devices, relying on manual or mechanical force, have been used 
in auger sampling.  The pros and cons of these different devices received considerable 
attention in Dutch and Flemish survey literature (e. g. Borremans, 2015; Tol et al., 2004; 
Hamburg et al., 2014; Hissel & Van London, 2004; Hissel et al., 2005; Van Zijverden & 
Moor, 2014; Verhegge et al., 2016).  In most auger surveys only a single type of auger 
was applied.  A combination of two different types is only reported in 2 % of the cases.  
Manual Edelman augers have been used in 94 % of all surveys, with diameters ranging 
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from 7 up to 20 cm.  A manual guts auger (2,5 cm) was reported only once, during the 
early years of auger sampling (e. g. at Doel–Deurganckdok sector C).  Mechanical devices, 
including Sonic Drill Aqualock and Archimedes, are less common (4 %) and only applied 
in settings where the remains are buried more deeply.  No differences are noted between 
first-phase and second-phase surveys in the use of auger devices.  While manual types 
continuously dominated auger sampling, mechanical devices were introduced from 2006 
onwards and have only been used discontinuously.

Augers with a diameter of 7 cm occur only incidentally, and are associated with Edelman 
and Sonic Aqualock devices.  This diameter was not used prior to 2011 and is mainly lim-
ited to the last two years.  A 10 cm diameter was used discontinuously from 2003 onwards 
and was dominant between 2004 and 2005 and between 2009 and 2010.  It, too, is associ-
ated with the Edelman device and to a lesser extent with the Sonic Aqualock, the latter 
only being applied in 2016 and 2017.  12 cm augers are introduced from 2007 onwards.  
While already present during the early years of auger sampling, 15 cm diameters were 
not reported for the period between 2001 and 2005.  From 2006 onwards this diameter 
was used discontinuously, gaining a more widespread application in the past three years.  
The 20 cm auger, both the manual Edelman as well as the mechanical Archimedes devices, 
shows a different pattern and was more popular around the turn of the millennium, while 
its popularity has diminished during more recent times, particularly from around 2009 
onwards.

Focussing on Edelman-devices, one can observe marked regional differences in diameters 
(Fig. 6).  Overall, smaller diameters (� 12 cm) predominate in Sandy Flanders and to a 
lesser extent in the Polders when compared to the other regions, while larger diameters 
(� 15 cm) are more characteristic for the Campine.  In Sandy Flanders, where in 14 % of 
all cases the diameter was not reported, the use of a 10 cm diameter dominates (44 %), 
followed by a 15 cm diameter (33 %).  A 12 cm auger (7 %), and to a lesser extent a 
7 cm auger (1 %), have also been applied but no 20 cm-auger surveys are reported.  A 
15 cm auger was discontinuously used in this region throughout the entire period, but 
mainly from 2006 onwards, and was dominant during several of these years.  A 12 cm 
auger was mainly applied between 2010 and 2013.  From 2004 onwards a 10 cm auger 
became more common and dominated between 2004 and 2005 and between 2008 and 
2010.  It was however not reported for the period between 2013 and 2016.  In one recent 

Fig. 6 – Regional variation in (Edelman) auger diameter.
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project a 7 cm auger was used (e. g. Stekene–Merlandstraat).  In clear contrast with Sandy 
Flanders, auger survey in the Campine area is dominated by 20 cm (‘mega’) augers (59 %) 
followed by 15 cm augers (16 %).  To a lesser extent 12 cm and 10 cm augers have been 
used (respectively 14 % and 5 %).  Prior to 2009, this area witnessed the exclusive use 
of large (� 15m) diameters, in particular the 20 cm (‘mega’) auger, which was introduced 
by AOE from the very beginning of auger sampling in this region and remained dominant 
until 2008.  From 2010 onwards until the end of 2017 smaller diameters (� 12 cm) were 
also used alongside these larger augers, only to become dominant during 2010 and 2011.  
For the Polder area, auger diameter remains unknown in 23 % of the cases.  In this area 
12 cm augers dominate (37 %), followed by a 15 cm (29 %) and to a lesser extent a 10 cm 
(11 %).  The largest diameter in these Polders, where remains are often buried under thick 
peri-marine and peat deposits, is 15 cm but its use is limited in time to the earliest periods 
of auger survey (1996-2000) for the Waasland Scheldt polders and to the most recent 
times (2017) for the coastal polders.  The use of a 12 cm auger is more restricted in time, 
between 2008 and 2013, and again related to both of the polder areas.  A 10 cm auger 
occurs at three different points in time: in 2004, 2011 and particularly 2016.  The available 
information is less accurate for the (sandy-) loamy area, as diameter was reported for 
only 63 % of the cases.  Here, too, 12 and 15 cm augers dominate (respectively 26 % and 
20 %) followed by a 10 cm (11 %).  In 6 % of the cases from this area a 20 cm auger was 
used.  The projects from 2003 in the Scheldt-river valley as part of two methodological 
projects from Ghent University (e. g. at Eine, Ename and Oudenaarde) applied 10 cm au-
gers, corresponding to the smallest diameter in this region.  During more recent projects 
in the (sandy-) loamy region larger diameters were introduced, including 12 cm augers 
during 2007-2008 and 2015-2017, 15 cm augers during 2009 and 2015 and 20 cm augers in 
2007.  This latter case led to the discovery of some of the earliest archaeological remains 
currently known from Flanders, at the bottom of a brick-yard quarry ca. 10 m below the 
present-day surface (e. g. Kesselt–Op de Schans).

3.8.  Variation in sample recovery and inspection

Auger sampling essentially relies on inspection of soil samples that are brought to the 
surface prior to inspection.  Before inspection takes place, the samples first need to be 
processed, very few details of which are provided in the reports.  While information on 
the precise circumstances and the actors (and their experience) involved in the sieving, 
drying and inspection processes is often lacking, these factors can have a major impact 
on the final results.  As to the nature of the residue to be inspected -an important factor 
for the visibility of the archaeological remains embedded in them- a similar comment can 
be made.  In some cases the presence of roots, other organic remains or natural gravels 
have been reported as an important obstruction to this visibility.  In some reports on wet 
sieving the dried residue was further processed prior to inspection to enhance the vis-

Fig. 7 – Variation in mesh width in wet and dry sieving.
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ibility.  This included dry size-grading over different meshes to separate the larger from 
the smaller fraction, and to remove inconvenient sediment particles that adhered to the 
wet residue.

Sieving is dominant amongst the applied observation methods (86 %).  Yet, in some cases 
samples were inspected on the spot by means of other approaches, including sediment 
cutting or crumbling (e. g. Antwerpen–Cadixstraat, Holsbeek–Rotselaarsebaan).  In the 
first case cutting was used -alongside sieving over 2 mm meshes- when the sediment ‘did 
not lend itself’ to sieving, although it remains unknown how often it was actually applied 
within this project.  For the survey at Holsbeek–Rotselaarsebaan crumbling was chosen 
because of difficulties with wet sieving of clayey sediment (Sevenants et al., 2010), an issue 
that appeared to be much less of a problem during subsequent excavations of the same 
deposits as this excavation involved systematic wet sieving over 2 mm meshes (Van Baelen 
& Vanmontfort, 2011).

Much variation is present in the sieving methods and techniques (Fig. 7-8), particularly in 
the use of water and in the dimensions of the meshes as well as other practicalities of the 
sieving process and subsequent processing of the samples, although detailed information 
on these latter aspects often lacks from the reports (except for the occasional photograph 
that provides a glimpse of the sieving, drying and/or sorting process).  As was the case for 
auger type and diameter, some of this variation in sieving procedures has also a regional 
dimension.  The use of a mechanical (shaker) sieve installation was reported at least in 
one case (e. g. Wuustwezel–Het Moerken), but probably has been used in other projects 
as well.  For most projects information on the manual or mechanical nature of the sieving 
equipment is not provided.  When sieving is applied, wet sieving is the preferred approach 
(78 %).  In over three quarter of these cases, the wet sediment was first dried again (to 
the air) before inspection of the dried sediment occurred.  In all other cases this drying 
process was not explicitly mentioned in the reports so it remains unclear whether or not 
inspection occurred on wet or dry residue.  For 18 % of all surveyed areas where sieving 
was applied no water was used at all.  As far as can be inferred from the reports dry-siev-
ing often occurred at or near the auger spot, while wet-sieving occurred either at or near 

Fig. 8 – Regional variation in mesh width in wet sieving.
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the project area or at external (temporary or more permanent) sieving facilities, depending 
on the availability of (natural or artificial) water sources.  Thus a major difference between 
wet and dry sieving seems to be that in the latter case the soil samples are most often 
sieved and inspected at the auger spot, while in the case of wet sieving the processing time 
is more elaborated and the soil samples are first transported to a sieving location, then to a 
location for drying (either simply to the air or with some additional devices to speed up the 
drying process) and only afterwards inspected when the sieved residue is dry.  Wet-sieving 
is characteristic for all regions, and the sole approach in the Polders, Sandy Flanders and the 
(sandy-)loamy area.  Dry-sieving is only attested for the Campine area, where it even is the 
dominant inspection approach (56 % compared to 33 % for wet-sieving).

When sieving is applied, meshes of 2 mm or less are favoured (77 %).  In many cases 
where sediments were sieved the reported mesh size was 1 mm (� 60 %), occasionally in 
combination with 2 or 4 mm-meshes, while in at least 17 % of the cases 2 mm instead of 
1 mm meshes were used.  In all but one of the cases with meshes of � 2 mm -and leaving 
aside two unknown cases- these smaller mesh sizes all relate to wet-sieving.  In 23 % of the 
surveys where sieving was applied meshes larger than 2 mm were used, including 3 mm 
(19 %), 4 mm (4 %) and/or 6 mm (1 %), sometimes in combination with one another 
(e. g. Averbode - De Buts and Meer–Meirberg where a size-grading combination of 3 and 
6 mm meshes are reported).  Except for some unreported instances (11 %) and several 
cases of wet-sieving (11 %), larger meshes are most often linked with dry sieving (78 %).  
Thus, a clear relationship exists between the use of water for sieving and the applied mesh 
sizes, with smaller meshes (� 2 mm) almost exclusively being connected to wet-sieving (� 
97 %) and larger meshes (� 3 mm) mainly -but not exclusively- being linked with dry-siev-
ing (� 78 %).  When water is used, small meshes (� 2 mm) are dominant for all regions, 
ranging from 92 % in the Polders to 100 % in the Campine area (but keep in mind that in 
the latter area dry-sieving is the dominant approach).  Meshes of 1 mm, in particular, are 
most frequently used for wet sieving in each of the four regions, and account for 55 % in 
the (sandy-)loamy area, over 67 % in the Campine area and 76 % in Sandy Flanders, to 89 
% in the Polders.  The extensive use of 1 mm meshes in the Polders, and to a lesser extent 
in Sandy Flanders, corresponds with a much lower frequency in the use of 2 mm meshes 
compared to the other two regions (e. g. 3 % and 19 % versus 29 % in the Campine and 
39 % in the (sandy-)loamy areas).  On the other hand, 2 mm meshes are more frequent 
in the (sandy-)loamy area, where sediments often are more fine-grained.  For this latter 
area the ratio between �1 mm meshes on the one hand and � 2 mm on the other hand 
is only 1,5 while this figure rises to 2 for the Campine area (where 2 mm meshes are 
also frequently used for wet sieving), over 3,5 for Sandy Flanders to 8,5 for the Polders 
(where 2 mm meshes are relatively rare compared to 1 mm meshes).  Wet-sieving not 
only is much more frequent compared to dry-sieving, it also has a more continuous use 
through time.  Except for 2001 and 2002, it was applied during each year and often 
also is the dominant strategy (except in 2003, 2006 and 2014).  Dry-sieving was used in 
a more discontinuous manner and was particularly common between 1999 and 2004.  
During the first decade, until 2006, it is exclusively used by the Flemish Heritage Agency 
at different locations in the Campine area (e. g. Meer–Meirberg; Bocholt–Kreielerbos 
and Smeetshof; Brecht–Moordenaarsven 4; Opglabbeek–Ruiterskuilen, Schaapsven and 
Turfven; Ravels–Witgoor, Landschap De Liereman Duinengordel, Lommel–Maatheide, 
Merksplas–Hoekeinde-Bembt Horst-zone 2 and Wuustwezel–Het Moerken).  During the 
last decade dry-sieving is less frequent and mainly used by other institutions.  Looking at 
the relationship between wet-sieving and mesh sizes through time, it is clear that most 
mesh widths are only used occasionally (e. g. 0,5 mm in 2011; 1,5 mm in 2017; 3 mm in 
2006; 4 mm in 2012).  In contrast, 1 mm meshes are present throughout the entire period 
and mostly in a dominant manner.  Interestingly, its role has diminished in the last few 
years in favour of 2 mm meshes which have been in use only sporadically prior to 2015 
and are set as a standard in the CGP.
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3.9.  Combined variation in grid, auger, sample recovery and inspection

The variation observed for grid lay-out, auger device and inspection of soil samples is also 
apparent when these variables are viewed in combination with each other.  This exercise 
resulted in no less than 120 different combinations.  Given that the entire dataset includes 
less than 300 records, many of these combinations contain only one or a few records.  
Unique combinations -represented by only one record- account for 28 % of the records 
and represent the majority (63 %) of all combinations.  Only nine combinations (8 %) con-
tain at least five records.  Yet, these nine combinations represent only 38 % of all records, 
reflecting once more the enormous variation in methodology in auger sampling in Flanders.  
When ignoring the records for which the value of at least one of the three variables is 
unknown just over 60 % of the records remain.  Repeating the above exercise for these 
remaining records still results in 66 different combinations, representing 55 % of all combi-
nations from the entire dataset.  For this reduced dataset only seven types of combinations 
contain at least five records, representing 42 % of the remaining records, and still reflecting 
the large variation in archaeological auger survey in Flanders.  This subset of the inventory is 
dominated by a group of 27 areas investigated prior to the construction of a gasoline pipe-
line between Alveringem and Maldegem.  In each of these (small) trajectories an isosceles 
triangular grid configuration with a distance of ca. 20-25 m between adjacent auger points 
was applied.  Given the small character of the areas, the grids only included a maximum of 
two transects.  In all cases an Edelman auger was used, but information on auger diameter 
and observation method remains unknown, as it was expressed only in general terms in 
the reports.  It includes the use of a 7, 12 and/or 15 cm diameter auger and dry sieving on 
4 mm meshes or crumbling of the sediment, but it remains unclear from the publications 
where each of these combinations was applied.  The second most applied combination has 
16 surveyed areas and refers to Sigma-projects by the Flemish Heritage Agency throughout 
2009 and 2010, which focussed on the wetland areas along the course of the Scheldt and 
its tributaries.  These surveys are all characterized by the application of a rectangular grid 
pattern with an interval of 5/10 m between the auger points, considered by the surveyors 
to be a compromise solution due to time and money constraints.  Auger points along the 
same transect were placed ca. 5 m apart, while adjacent transects were spaced at a distance 
of ca. 10 m.  For all the projects in this second group a 10 cm Edelman-auger type was used 
together with wet-sieving over 1 mm meshes followed by drying of the sieved residue.  In 
another Sigma-project by the Flemish Heritage Agency (e. g. Cluster Kalkense Meersen, 
Berlare–Paardeweide) a similar approach was applied, but with 2 mm instead of 1 mm 
meshes.  A third group represents 5 % of all records, and includes only survey projects 
from the Campine area.  The survey methodology for this group is characterised by the 
use of an isosceles triangular grid where adjacent auger points along the same transect are 
situated at a distance of 6m and adjacent auger points at adjacent transects at a distance of 
5,8 m, thus approaching an equilateral triangular grid with a ca. 6 m resolution.  It is com-
bined with the use of an Edelman 20 cm ‘mega’-auger and dry-sieving over 3 mm meshes.  
Apart from a few projects (e. g. Lommel–Kristalpark III-zone 1; Beringen–Lossingstraat), 
this combination was almost exclusively applied by surveyors from the Flemish Heritage 
Agency and more particularly between 2000 and 2008.  Earlier, in 1999, the same ap-
proach was also used at Meer–Meirberg but with the extra addition of a 6 mm-sieve (next 
to the 3 mm meshes).  In a survey from 2006 at Wuustwezel–Het Moerken a similar ap-
proach was used in combination with an Archimedes auger type.  Apart from the three 
combinations discussed above several other groups include between five and ten surveyed 
areas.  Two groups with nine records are similar to one another and characterized by the 
use of an isosceles triangular grid with a ca. 10 m resolution.  Yet, the actual distance be-
tween the auger points in each of the two groups is different.  While auger points on each 
transect from both groups are always spaced 10 m apart, auger points at adjacent transects 
are situated 13 m apart in the first group (thus creating a distinct isosceles triangle) but only 
11,2 m apart in the second group (thus more approaching an equilateral pattern).  All of 
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the projects from both groups applied an Edelman auger with a diameter of 12 cm in com-
bination with wet sieving (and drying) over 1 mm meshes.  A third group with nine records 
also refers to an isosceles triangular pattern with a distance of 10 m between auger points 
on the same transect and 13 m on adjacent transect.  Yet, instead of a 12 cm diameter auger 
and 1 mm meshes, it made use of a 15 cm Edelman auger and 2 mm meshes.

4.  Discussion

As a recent addition to archaeological survey practices in Flanders, auger sampling de-
signed to detect and assess (clustered) artefact distributions has significantly altered the 
understanding of the prehistoric record in this area, revealing its diverse, extensive and 
complex character.  Representing less than 2 % of all field surveys undertaken since its 
introduction well over two decades ago and less than 3 % since the adoption of the new 
legislation in 2016, this type of survey, however, remains marginal and has so far only 
been applied to detect and assess prehistoric (lithic) artefact distributions.  The same 
applies to pedestrian survey, a different type of survey which accounts for less than 1 % 
of the more than 1 500 field interventions reported since 2016.  Taking into account the 
general consensus amongst archaeologists that augering and field walking are the most 
appropriate approaches –in contrast to mechanical trial trenching– to detect find distribu-
tions exposed at the present surface (e. g. field walking) or obscured below the surface 
(e. g. augering), these percentages are remarkable low.  The most striking is that both 
approaches are hardly represented in current development-led survey practices, as one 
would expect at least one of the two survey approaches to be better represented based 
on the location of the remains relative to the present-day surface.  These low percentages 
contrast sharply with those for mechanical trial trenching which is widely used to detect 
and assess archaeological soil features and other structural remains.  This marked differ-
ence in the frequency of these complementary survey approaches suggests the existence 
of a double standard and the use of different selection criteria when searching for these 
two different kinds of archaeological remains that make up the record.  While an in-depth 
analysis of the selection criteria used to justify an archaeological survey in a development-
led context is beyond the scope of the present paper, the information presented above 
indicates that the decision to use appropriate survey and assessment strategies to find and 
assess artefact distributions -either buried or exposed- is often driven by implicit or ad hoc 
reasoning, as well as a frequent appeal to authority.  While acknowledging the importance 
of expert judgement in decision processes, authorities -like everybody else- must prove 
their contentions based on explicit, verifiable data and solid (scientific) reasoning.

To date, auger sampling has mainly been confined to the northern sandy zones of Flanders, 
often at specific topographical locations (i. e. sandy elevations, river dunes, locations close 
to -former- open water sources, gradient zones, etc.), in areas with well-developed and 
well-preserved sandy podzol profiles.  In contrast, artefact distributions in the southern 
sandy-loamy and loamy parts of Flanders, where soil-development and preservation are 
often more difficult to evaluate, remain almost entirely unexplored.  Initially almost exclu-
sively driven by scientific research questions and realised by universities and by the Flemish 
organization for Immovable Heritage, the study areas where these early methodological 
auger campaigns took place, were all situated in the sandy parts of Flanders.  Characterised 
by well-developed and -preserved podzol soils, most of these locations were confined to 
those topographical locations that were assumed to have a large potential for the pres-
ence of well-preserved prehistoric remains.  As a result, the hypothesis that such locations, 
intensively explored by prehistorians, represented also preferred prehistoric settlement 
locations (i.e. ‘site-complexes’) became a widespread notion in the archaeological litera-
ture of the past two decades and an important element in the decision making process to 
conduct surveys in the context of other (development-led) projects.
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Untested assumptions and predictive models of prehistoric land use and preferred settle-
ment locations underlie many of the present-day survey strategies.  Criticizing such popu-
lar models which are often solely based on landscape topography as being too simplistic 
and too general in nature, several scholars have recently urged to abandon these and -if 
possible- to develop updated, more complex and realistic models to guide survey practices 
(e. g. Grøn, 2018; Peeters et al., 2017).  Starting from the observation that “[o]ne can only 
guess why archaeology has been allowed to pick the simple and easy-to-handle modelling princi-
ples, while ignoring the more diff icult ones, in its attempts to develop fast and cheap ‘desktop’ 
approaches to the mapping of Stone Age settlements” (Grøn, 2018: 192), Grøn came to the 
conclusion that “it will be of immense importance to clarify whether predictive modelling has a 
future in archaeology – albeit in a probably somewhat costlier version.  If not, it is time to focus 
on, and invest in, the development of viable alternatives” (Grøn, 2018: 198).  In their recent 
assessment of survey practices in development-led archaeology in the Netherlands Peeters 
et al. (2017) noted that survey strategies not only “largely build on the known archaeological 
record through predictive models” (Peeters et al., 2017: 8), but also that “underrepresented 
zones and regions are simply not investigated” (Peeters et al., 2017: 8).  Although Peeters 
and colleagues acknowledge the existence of specific problems related to different forms 
of predictive modelling and its role in setting up research strategies within development-
led archaeology, this type of modelling should in their view not be abandoned.  They 
argue that fieldwork should instead be used as a form of model validation, contributing 
to archaeological theory building (Peeters et al., 2017: 210).  They therefore not only 
urge to make model expectations more explicit, but also to establish to what extent 
these explicit expectations actually fit the results, taking into account the “absence of the 
expected” and the “presence of the unexpected” (Peeters et al., 2017: 9, 210) as well as its 
implications for the strategy, methodology and overall planning and budget and changes 
therein.  This can avoid that prehistoric remains are systematically discovered only as 
‘by-catch’ during other survey (or excavation) activities, as currently is still too often the 
case, also in Flanders.

With the rise of development-led archaeology and the increasing involvement of com-
mercial units in auger survey practises, in a time when no consensus on methodological 
standards was available, previously unexplored topographical contexts came into the 
focus of archaeological survey.  Instead of assigning these less familiar locations an ‘un-
known potential’ requiring further investigation, they are often argued to have a ‘low’ 
potential and are consequently excluded from any survey at all.  As a result, the nature 
of the lithic record at these locations has received much less consideration and remains 
poorly understood.  Already more than thirty years ago, Shott (1985: 458) advised 
against such a biased survey approach: “It bears emphasizing that the practise of more in-
tensive sampling in areas of suspected high site density is not recommended.  It runs the risk of 
skewing survey results toward those areas, which can only reinforce what are often simplistic or 
mistaken notions concerning a location’s potential.  In fact, the interests of more representative 
survey results would dictate the reverse of this practice.  Areas of suspected low site density 
should be more intensively surveyed”.  The combination of simplistic, but largely untested 
assumptions on past human behaviour, the preference for survey areas with high expec-
tations, and the ignorance of many other areas with lower expectations inhibit a correct 
assessment of the archaeological record.  Moreover, it creates a highly biased view of this 
record, affecting the validity and representativeness of our knowledge on prehistoric land 
use practises.  It remains a daunting task to understand how the currently known part of 
the prehistoric record relates to its unknown counterpart or to the former part of the 
record that has already been destroyed without proper documentation.  The extent to 
which the known record forms a representative sample of the total record is crucial when 
developing adequate survey sampling strategies.  This relates to what is known in the lit-
erature on sampling theory as the ‘sampling-paradox’ (e. g. Mueller, 1975; Schiffer et al., 
1978; Shott, 2004; Bailey, 2008).  Generally the known sample of available archaeological 
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evidence grows in size, regardless of how the evidence was unearthed, and in the course 
of this process it also may change in character.  How can we then be sure that the known 
sample, regardless of how (well) it is documented, is not inadequate and too small to 
inform us on prehistoric behaviour? How representative is the known record in relation 
to the nature and composition of the total population of physical remains from this time 
period? Expressed differently, how big and how typical is our known sample? Such ques-
tions have hardly been explored in detail in survey practices in Flanders.

Soil formation and preservation -often (fairly) easy to observe and interpret by archaeo-
logists in the case of sandy podzol soils- remain important criteria to decide for auger 
survey.  Yet, the timing, speed and duration of sedimentation processes, soil formation and 
erosion processes bear no direct link with the processes of artefact deposition and dis-
placement, and often merely indicate the absence of recent disturbances of the top of the 
soil profile.  Intact soil profiles do not necessarily correspond to well-preserved prehistoric 
records (although this most often will be the case); whereas on the other hand, disturbed 
soil profiles may still contain (reasonably) well preserved records.  Obtaining a correct 
understanding of the nature, timing, speed and duration of these complex processes and 
their mutual interaction therefore forms an essential part of each survey project.

Despite its marginal position, auger survey was shown to display a large methodological 
variation, both through time and space.  While this paper mainly focussed on survey 
trajectory, auger grid lay-out, auger devices and treatment of collected soil samples, this 
variation can be observed in many of the other listed variables as well, raising questions 
of consistency, mutual comparability and reliability of survey results.  The variation in the 
nature of survey trajectories –i.e. in the number and order of phases and the position 
of auger sampling relative to the other phases- was one of the most surprising results, 
with the most appropriate sequence of ‘desktop assessment > field assessment of local 
topography and soil preservation > survey and assessment of find distributions > survey 
and assessment of soil features’ being only one of a myriad of applied combinations.  A 
possible explanation for the observed increase in the number of phases within survey 
designs during more recent times might relate to the fact that earlier surveys were mostly 
done by universities or the Flemish government and were often part of scientific projects 
that specifically focussed on auger survey of the prehistoric record, while during more 
recent times auger surveys were mostly done by companies as part of development-led 
projects and became increasingly integrated in larger trajectories that also investigated 
the more recent archaeological record in addition to (clustered) artefact distributions 
from prehistoric times.  While auger survey is generally considered the most appropriate 
strategy to search for the buried (prehistoric) clustered artefact distributions and to assess 
soil preservation, many of these remains are still brought to the surface fortuitously -and 
too late in the trajectory- as a ‘by-catch’ by means of other, less appropriate and often 
more destructive approaches such as mechanical trial-trenching or open-area excavations.  
While in some cases such fortuitous discoveries of artefacts and/or intact soil profiles 
still resulted in an auger survey (of partly disturbed records), such fortuitous discoveries 
should be abandoned in favour of more appropriate survey-attempts.

Grid lay-outs with a resolution of ca. 10 m predominate but variation in grid pattern is ac-
tually much larger than would appear at first sight from the written accounts as the same 
terminology is applied to different distances and configurations between auger points.  
This variation in grid pattern and interval, partly hidden in the reports, can have profound 
effects on the number of auger points (and corresponding sampled volume) for a given 
area.  Furthermore, this variation turns a meaningful comparison between projects and 
their results into a rather awkward exercise.  Also conspicuous in recent surveys, given the 
widespread use of GPS-equipment, is the near absence of more efficient equilateral trian-
gular configurations in favour of the omnipresent isosceles or even rectangular or square-
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shaped grid lay-outs.  We also noted that grid resolution was more intensive during earlier 
years than it is in more recent years.  The trend towards a more frequent use of 10 m 
intervals at the expense of 5 m intervals -particularly since 2011- is remarkable, given that 
around the same time several studies appeared which argued for an intensification of au-
ger sampling practices in order not to systematically overlook large parts of the prehistoric 
record (e. g. Bats, 2007; Crombé & Verhegge, 2015; De Clercq et al., 2011, 2012; Noens, 
2014; Noens & Van Baelen, 2014; Noens et al., 2013; Verhagen et al., 2011, 2013).  Another 
questionable practice in auger survey is that further assessment of discovered remains 
most often focuses only on the immediate surroundings of (some of) the ‘positive’ auger 
samples, leaving not only the ‘negative’ (and some ‘positive’) zones entirely unexplored, 
but also missing an opportunity -in light of future archaeological surveys and the further 
development of the discipline- to assess the true meaning of these apparently ‘empty 
zones’, which are now simply treated as if they reflect the true absence of archaeological 
remains.  Only subsequent assessments will allow us to investigate these issues.

Edelman devices predominate throughout the entire period while mechanical auger de-
vices (much more expensive and with significantly smaller diameters) were only intro-
duced after the turn of the millennium, but overall still hold a marginal position and are 
mostly limited to deeply buried contexts.  Much regional variation was observed in auger 
diameter.  Particularly during the first decade of auger survey in Flanders, the Campine 
area of north-eastern Flanders was characterized by an exclusive use of larger diameters 
(� 15 cm).  In contrast, many of the past surveys in Sandy Flanders and the Polders in the 
north-western part of Flanders were executed with a maximum diameter of 12 cm.  In all 
of the regions, the use of diameters below 10 cm is rare.  Sieving has been the dominant 
strategy to process the collected soil samples, albeit in different forms.  Given that the 
Campine area, Sandy Flanders and the Polders are dominated by sandy soils, sediment-
type cannot be invoked as an explanation for the observed differences in mesh width and 
in the use of water for sieving between the Campine area and the other two regions (i. e. 
98 % of dry-sieving on meshes � 3 mm in the former area versus 89 % and 94 % of wet-
sieving on meshes � 2 mm in the latter areas).  Other explanations, including different re-
search traditions, must account for these differences in diameter and sieving procedures.  
Meshes of 1 mm are furthermore frequently applied with wet-sieving.  Interestingly, its 
role has diminished in the last few years in favour of 2 mm meshes which prior to 2015 
have been in use only sporadically.  This increasing use of 2 mm meshes at the expense 
of 1 mm meshes is probably related to the introduction of the CGP in development-led 
practises which set 2 mm meshes as a minimum.

Current Flemish legislation stipulates that archaeological survey is only required under cer-
tain well-described conditions.  As a result, it deals with a small part of the soil disturbance 
processes currently induced by modern human activities and leaves a large part of the un-
known record prone to undocumented disturbance or destruction.  At least since the early 
1980s around one third of the land surface of Flanders consists of active arable lands (ht-
tps://statbel.fgov.be).  Given the impact of agriculture it is interesting to observe that many 
of these ploughed parcels and agricultural practises are largely ignored in the archaeological 
legislation decision making processes and do not require any archaeological interventions 
at all.  The nature of ‘disturbed surface sites’, the value attached to them and the question 
of how to deal with them in an adequate manner are important, legitimate and pressing 
questions in the context of archaeological heritage management and development-led ar-
chaeology as is illustrated by urgent calls from scholars in Flanders -and the Netherlands- to 
pay more attention to this often neglected part of the record (De Bie et al., 2014; Deeben, 
1999; Groenewoudt, 1994; Smit, 2010; Verhart, 2006; Vermeersch, 1994).

Development-led archaeology and the implementation of the new legislation resulted in 
a rise of the number of (desktop-)survey campaigns, including a more widespread use 
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-but by no means full implementation- of auger sampling.  At the same time, it also led 
to a diversification of its practitioners and an increase in methodological variation.  Given 
these new trends, the need to develop, evaluate and implement adequate standards that 
guarantee a minimum quality and inter-project comparability has become an urgent mat-
ter.  In order to fulfil these needs, AOE has imposed a set of quality norms and protocols, 
describing what needs to be done if the responsible (field) archaeologist chooses to in-
corporate auger sampling into his/her survey strategy.  These Flemish quality norms for 
auger survey seem to have been inspired by their Dutch counterparts (see Meylemans 
& Vander Beken, 2008; Tol et al., 2004, 2006, 2012; Verhagen, 2013; Verhagen & Tol, 
2004; Verhagen et al., 2011, 2013) which in turn rely heavily on American studies on 
the use and utility of statistical models in subsurface sampling to detect archaeological 
sites (e. g. Drew, 1979; Kintigh, 1988; Krakker et al., 1983; Lightfoot, 1986, 1989; Lovis, 
1976; Lynch, 1980; McManamon, 1984; Nance, 1979, 1981, 1983; Nance & Ball, 1986, 
1989; Shott 1985, 1989; Stein, 1986, 1991; Stone, 1981).  More than a decade after the 
introduction of auger survey in Dutch survey practises, funds were invested -mainly by 
the National Heritage Agency- to evaluate and refine the proposed survey strategies 
through a number of studies, some of which included empirical data collected in Flanders 
(de Boer & Lesparre-de Waal, 2012; Hamburg et al., 2014; Hissel & van Londen, 2004; 
Tol et al., 2004, 2006, 2012; Verhagen et al., 2011, 2013).  These assessments resulted in 
revisions and refinements of the original guidelines (Tol et al., 2012).  While the original 
version of the Dutch auger guideline was based on a limited amount of data on arte-
fact distribution in prehistoric sites, it was recognized that more empirical data were 
required to compare the theoretical assumptions with field data and to assess the effec-
tiveness of the proposed strategies (Verhagen et al., 2011, 2013).  Verhagen et al. (2011, 
2013) concluded that the original guidelines were partly founded on inaccurate statistical 
models and erroneous assumptions and also departed from too optimistic discovery 
probabilities.  They therefore argued for more intensive strategies: “in order to discover 
Palaeolithic and Mesolithic sites with sufficient reliability, we will have to apply more intensive 
survey strategies than have been recommended up to now” (Verhagen et al., 2013: 240).  At 
the same time they emphasized the urgent need for new empirical data in order to evalu-
ate and refine current auger strategies and/or develop better ones.  In addition, they 
stressed that our current knowledge of relevant site characteristics needs improvement, 
that the number of large scale and accurate excavations is still too limited, and that the 
variability in excavation approaches is too large to arrive at useful data for a thorough 
evaluation of the existing strategies.  However, the quality and representativeness of some 
of the Flemish and Dutch excavation data from their dataset, as well as several methodical 
aspects of their own analyses have also been criticized (e. g. Crombé & Verhegge, 2015; 
Smith, 2013; Smith & Hogestijn, 2013; Wansleeben & Laan, 2012; Hamburg et al., 2014).  
These on-going disagreements on the usefulness of the chosen datasets, on the often am-
biguous manner in which archaeological sites are excavated, defined and delineated, and 
on the applicability of the applied statistics underlying auger practices indicate that much 
caution is still needed in the interpretation and usefulness of the guidelines that result 
from these studies.

To date, the Flemish norms and protocols for auger survey are not (yet) accompanied 
by such a set of guidelines and as a result, considerable room is left for methodological 
variation and inconsistent practises.  According to the current version of the norm, a 
survey trajectory does not require a multi-phased character.  Furthermore, the use of an 
isosceles triangular grid of 10 x 12 m in combination with an auger diameter of 10 cm and 
sieving over 2 mm meshes is deemed sufficient to detect in a reliable and cost-efficient 
manner ‘prehistoric artefact sites’.  The use of 15 cm augers (CGP v1.0) or 12 cm augers 
(CGP v2.0) for second-phase auger surveys has recently also been reduced to 10 cm 
augers in the most recent version of the CGP (v3.0).  Sieving over larger meshes or 
cutting of the sediment instead of sieving is also considered acceptable if the sediments 
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do ‘not lend themselves’ for sieving over fine meshes.  In this regard, it is interesting to 
re-emphasize the case of Holsbeek–Rotselaarsebaan where the surveyors choose the 
crumble the clayey soil samples collected during the auger survey (and failed to find any 
archaeological remains, Sevenants et al., 2010), while little or no difficulties were encoun-
tered in sieving much larger volumes of the same clayey sediments over 2 mm meshes 
during a subsequent small-scale excavation, after these first had been soaked in water 
for several hours (Van Baelen & Vanmontfort, 2011).  Thus, even clayey sediments, how-
ever rarely encountered and sampled during augers survey, indeed are suitable to sieving 
over small meshes, albeit not at the same speed of sandy deposits.  The systematic use 
of fine-grained observation methods to detect and recover archaeological remains from 
the collected soil samples (e. g. wet sieving over � 2 mm meshes) forms the main reason 
for the superiority of auger sampling to detect artefact distributions when compared to 
other survey-approaches.  Simply cutting down in this basic strategic choice has no doubt 
important consequences for the significance of the survey outcome.

The amount of sampled and inspected soil volume primarily relates to the spacing, lay-out 
and size of the auger points.  Four decades ago, long before auger sampling was intro-
duced in Flanders, Schiffer et al. (1978: 8) argued that “[t]echniques which expose only a 
small area, such as boring and coring, yield on the average few artefacts and often miss sites”.  In 
auger survey, the collected and inspected samples always represent a very limited portion 
of the total survey area, regardless of grid lay-out, auger type and auger diameter.  When 
applying the CGP-recommended combination of grid lay-out and auger diameter in a 1 ha 
area, only a maximum of 0,008 % of this area is actually sampled.  This figure increases 
nearly five times (0,038 %) when a 5 m equilateral grid lay-out is used and nearly 19 times 
(0,151 %) when this latter grid is used in combination with a 20 cm auger.  These latter 
two approaches, however, are no longer applied in Flemish auger survey.  Nevertheless, 
sampled volumes in all these cases remain very low, especially when compared to me-
chanical trial trenching which exposes on average 12 % of the entire surface (Haneca et al., 
2016, 2017).  Some of the most important inherent characteristics of (clustered) artefact 
distributions are the small dimensions of the clusters, the differential artefact densities 
within these clusters, the large amount of zones devoid of any artefacts even in the dens-
est part of clusters and the rapidly decaying find densities from the centre towards the 
edges of the clusters (Noens, 2014; Noens et al., 2013).  Furthermore, artefacts smaller 
than 3 mm often account for nearly 70 % of the recovered artefacts within clusters when 
sieved over 2 mm meshes (putting the notion of ‘high density’ as expressed by numbers 
instead of volume also into a different perspective, Noens et al., 2013).  When confronting 
these major characteristics with the CGP-recommendations it becomes hard to disagree 
with the above quote from Schiffer et al. or with Plog et al. (1978: 390) finding that “unless 
the intensity of a survey is high many sites will be missed-not simply atypical or very small sites, 
but typical and relatively large sites”.  Therefore, the need to apply intensive approaches for 
visual inspection of soil samples, instead of sieving over large meshes or simply cutting/
crumbling of the sediment, cannot be overemphasized.

In the prevailing context of commercial, development-led archaeology, surveys often take 
place under considerable time pressures and financial constraints.  Project planning in 
such circumstances inevitably involves the allocation of scarce resources and it becomes 
challenging to design a survey in a reliable and cost-efficient manner, as in each survey 
project choices have to be made.  But even under these circumstances, choices have to 
rely on a transparent, explicit and well-substantiated trade-off between extent, costs and 
reliability of the survey, a consideration that often leads to a compromise.  A few years 
ago, De Clercq et al. (2012: 44) argued that auger sampling is well-suited for the detection 
of discrete, low-density find scatters, provided that basic strategic choices are being made 
concerning grid interval and sieving meshes, and that we remain aware not to reduce the 
costs too such an extent that the survey becomes ineffective.  Unfortunately, their obser-
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vation that “[a]ll too often within Malta research, the reduction of costs is more important than 
sound results and archaeologists neglect or cut down on what should be basic strategic choices in 
augering survey (e. g. grid size, sieving technique)” is still valid today.  It seems that the Flemish 
archaeological community has focused too much on cost-reduction and at the same time 
has been less concerned by the question of how best to design cost-effective survey strate-
gies.  The related question of how to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of currently 
applied survey strategies received even less scrutiny, despite some critical thoughts on the 
merits and shortcomings of current survey practices and some preliminary attempts to 
evaluate and increase auger survey-effectiveness, either based on statistical approaches 
and/or empirical datasets (e. g. Bats, 2007; Crombé & Verhegge, 2015; De Clercq et al., 
2011, 2012; Noens, 2014; Noens & Van Baelen, 2014; Noens et al., 2013; Ryssaert et al., 
2007; Verhagen et al., 2011, 2013).  Financial considerations, in the development-led circuit 
too often a more important issue than the actual cost-benefit debate, will increase as both 
the demands of reliability and the lateral extent and depth of survey areas increase.  This 
tension between costs and reliability -and thus quality- of surveys, which is particularly per-
tinent for larger survey areas, remains a challenging aspect to deal with in the search for 
the prehistoric material record.  In this regard, a statement put forward by Shott (1985: 
467) over three decades ago, is worth repeating once more: “[t]he costs of surveys […] 
should follow from their goals, not place limits on what they can accomplish.  If such increases 
[in costs] are needed to produce more reliable results, then we should be prepared to accept 
them”.  Stressing the importance of a good survey design and a balance between costs 
and benefits, Banning (2002: 24), too, sees it as a waste of resources when surveys do not 
meet their goals: “Although ensuring a high level of data quality may be costly, it would also be 
wasteful to spend time and money on a survey whose results fail to accomplish basic goals […] 
[I]t often pays to minimize the costs as long as the survey can accomplish its goals and does not 
compromise the archaeological evidence” (Banning, 2002: 24).

The intensity of subsurface surveys thus has a strong bearing on its effectiveness to de-
tect buried remains (Plog et al., 1978; Way, 2017a, 2017b).  Increasing intensity will not 
only result in higher discovery rates, but will also lead to a more reliable view on the ab-
sence of remains in the surveyed area.  Survey evaluation, including explicit assessments 
of methodological shortcomings, inherent biases and successes at detecting archaeological 
remains of interest, is an important step in a survey design, one that is required to draw 
confident conclusions from the surveys’ result (Banning, 2002: 25, 217-228).  Yet this 
step is often overlooked in Flemish survey practices.  Low discovery rates or the entire 
lack of any remains in auger samples do not necessarily reflect the absence of artefact 
distributions in the survey area, but instead can (and often arguably do) mirror a failure to 
detect materials as a result of survey limitations, sampling bias or flawed methodologies.  
How likely is it that the applied sampling procedures failed to detect particular kinds of 
artefact distributions? How to recognize and compensate for this potential misinterpreta-
tion? Which proportion was discovered? And which survey intensity is required to achieve 
(more) adequate discovery levels? Such questions are often simply ignored.  Furthermore, 
survey includes more than just finding archaeological remains.  Another important task 
often seems to be neglected by its practitioners in Flanders.  As recently noted by Banning 
et al. (2017) “the ability to characterize the existing materials correctly in terms of their type, 
density, and distribution” is only part of the story and the reputable and professional sta-
tus of survey practices also depend on “their ability to convince us that spaces in which they 
report a lack of archaeological materials are actually devoid of such materials”.  Both aspects 
-i. e. finding archaeological remains but also showing in a reliable way that areas lack such 
remains- should be fundamental cornerstones of any archaeological survey, particularly in 
the case of development-led archaeological contexts.

Despite a general consensus on minimal procedures in auger survey, many methodological 
aspects remain unexplored and disagreements exist on the practicalities of these proce-
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dures.  While the utility of auger sampling procedures to detect clustered occurrences 
of material residues in areas of low visibility is currently no longer being questioned in 
Flanders as a viable approach, it still largely remains to be explored how effective this 
sampling approach actually is, expressed in terms of what part of the record under study 
is likely to be missed and what the inherent biases in survey designs are.  A number of 
recent evaluation studies have re-opened the debate on the suitability of auger survey for 
systematically detecting and assessing some parts of the buried lithic record (i. e. Verhagen 
et al., 2011, 2013; Noens & Van Baelen, 2014; Crombé & Verhegge, 2015; see also Bats 
et al., 2004), although so far no viable survey alternatives have been proposed to investi-
gate these more obscure parts of the record.  These recent arguments echo similar con-
cerns that were made during the early years of test-pit sampling in the U.S. (e. g. Schiffer 
et al., 1978; Plog et al., 1978; Thomas, 1986; Zeidler, 1995) and recently also in Australia 
(Way, 2017a; 2017b).  It became clear in recent years that most of the auger surveys in 
Flanders might be overlooking a considerable part of the artefact distributions, instead of 
systematically exposing it.  These include small and/or low density artefact clusters as well 
as highly-clustered or non-clustered artefact distributions.  A similar point has previously 
been made by Zeidler (1995: 64-65), who noted that while “subsurface testing is admittedly 
not a very effective technique for intersecting and detecting small sites […] with low artifact densi-
ties distributed in highly clustered fashion, even in these cases the technique permits reasonable 
estimation of the probability of not f inding them, and is thus preferable to unsystematic search 
techniques, or worse yet, total avoidance”.

The shortcomings in current auger survey practises from Flanders are undesirable as these 
can -and probably do- introduce large and uncorrectable biases in our knowledge of the 
prehistoric past.  Not only does it create a biased view of the occupational history in many 
areas, it probably also results in the large-scale undocumented destruction of this record.  
While all this seems to imply that our auger survey efforts need to be intensified and/or 
more viable alternatives need to be developed, it also became clear from the first evalu-
ation studies on auger sampling that there is an urgent need for more reliable empirical 
(archaeological and experimental) data to evaluate the existing approaches and to search 
for more appropriate one(s).  Our current knowledge of relevant survey-characteristics 
of artefact distributions is prone for improvement, the number of large-scale, detailed 
archaeological surveys and excavations is still too limited, and the variability in approaches 
too large, to arrive at useful data allowing a thorough evaluation of the existing strategies.  
Furthermore, little factual data is currently gathered on the influence of each variable, as 
well as their combination.  The reliability of our knowledge of the inherent characteristics 
of the material record to a large extent depends on the procedures we use to excavate 
it.  Despite a large number of excavated datasets in Flanders, the variation in these char-
acteristics of the record remains poorly understood.  As a result, it is nearly impossible 
to accurately predict these characteristics prior to the survey and it remains a haphazard 
enterprise to develop (the most) optimal survey strategies.  Further evaluation is thus ur-
gently needed to determine exactly how reliable it is for detecting (the variation in) artefact 
distributions and how its reliability can be improved, viewed from a cost-benefit perspective 
and taking into account the inherent variation in artefact distribution patterns.

It is widely accepted nowadays by both scientists and heritage managers that the part 
of the archaeological record on Flemish soils that consist of portable material remains 
scattered at and below the present-day surface not only is very difficult to detect in an 
adequate manner, but also requires particular approaches that are different from those 
used to detect non-portable material remains.  It is also recognized -at least among pre-
historians- that the prehistoric record is often treated inappropriately or -worse- simply 
ignored in development-led archaeological investigations, leading to a destruction of a 
unique archaeological resource without proper assessment.  Pressures on the soil archives 
in the densely populated area of Flanders are high and large parts of it are rapidly disap-
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pearing -either documented or undocumented- due to the high number of intrusive land 
development activities taking place.  The prehistoric record, including both its surface and 
subsurface components, is not immune to this eminent threat.  On the contrary, its unob-
trusive nature and poorly known character makes it even more prone to undocumented 
destruction than is the case with many other parts of the archaeological soil archive.  
Viewed within this context, the need to develop, apply, evaluate and refine appropriate 
survey designs in order to expose and assess it in a more systematic way, has become of 
more urgent concern than ever before.  Well over 70 years ago, amateur archaeologist 
Stroobant (1947) -at the age of 85- noted that “le temps n’est pas loin où il sera trop tard, 
et où des constatations scientif iques seront impossibles”.  More recently, Vermeersch (1994) 
added to this that “in the near future no Epi-Palaeolithic or Mesolithic sites will survive”, and 
only a decade ago Verhart (2007) argued that “destruction looms, and we must hurry”.  No 
more time should be wasted, otherwise these prophecies expressed by these Flemish and 
Dutch prehistorians with regard to (the surface component of) the prehistoric record 
might turn into an undesirable reality for the entire prehistoric record in Flanders.
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Abstract

In 1996, auger sampling was introduced into archaeological survey practices in Flanders as a 
means to detect prehistoric artefact distributions.  Nowadays, it has come to be viewed as the 
most practical, reliable, effective and cost-efficient approach currently at our disposal to discover 
clustered artefact distributions in low-visibility areas where the remains are either (deeply) buried 
by younger deposits or covered by vegetation.  Since its introduction over two decades ago, it has 
been applied to more than 230 different locations as part of at least 90 different survey-projects 
but, nevertheless, still holds a marginal position in Flemish developer-led archaeology compared 
to other survey-approaches used to detect archaeological soil features.  Based on an extensive 
inventory of auger survey projects between 1996 and the end of 2017, this paper provides an 
overview and discussion of its methodological variation, focussing on grid lay-out, auger devices, 
treatment of collected soil samples and the place auger sampling occupies within the survey tra-
jectories.

Keywords: Flanders, (prehistoric) find distributions, survey, augering.

Samenvatting

Sinds 1996 wordt in Vlaanderen archeologisch booronderzoek aangewend voor de prospectie 
naar prehistorische artefactspreidingen.  Vandaag de dag wordt deze aanpak algemeen aanzien 
als de meest praktische, betrouwbare, effectieve en kosten-efficiënte benadering voor het detec-
teren van geclusterde vondstspreidingen in afgedekte contexten.  Hoewel deze benadering reeds 
werd toegepast tenminste 230 locaties in het kader van tenminste 90 verschillende projecten, 
blijft het een randfenomeen in de hedendaagse preventieve archeologiesector, in tegenstelling tot 
andere prospectiebenaderingen die meer geschikt zijn voor het detecteren van bodemsporen 
in plaats van geclusterde artefactspreidingen.  Op basis van een uitvoerige inventaris van arche-
ologisch booronderzoek dat in Vlaanderen werd uitgevoerd tussen 1996 en het einde van 2017, 
probeert dit artikel een kritisch overzicht te bieden van de chronologische en regionale variatie 
in toegepaste methodieken, met nadruk op het boorraster, de booruitrusting, de behandeling 
en inspectie van bodemmonsters en de plaats die het booronderzoek inneemt in de prospecti-
etrajecten.

Trefwoorden: Vlaanderen, prehistorische vondstspreiding prospectie, archeologische boringen.

Gunther NOENS
Gunther.Noens@gmail.com
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